Chfr expression is downregulated by CpG island hypermethylation in esophageal cancer.
Cell cycle progression is monitored by checkpoint mechanisms to ensure the integrity of the genome and the fidelity of sister chromatid separation. Failure of such checkpoint functions results in genomic instability, a condition that predisposes cells to neoplastic transformation and tumor progression. Recently, Scolnick and Halazonetis defined a new mitotic checkpoint that acts at prophase and delays chromosome condensation in response to mitotic stress, and identified a gene, named checkpoint with FHA and ring finger (Chfr), that seems to be required for delaying prophase in human cells. In the present study, we examined human Chfr mRNA expression in 15 human esophageal cancer cell lines and 43 primary esophageal cancers to investigate the potential involvement of Chfr in the pathogenesis of esophageal cancers. We report here that a significant proportion of human esophageal cancer has loss of expression of Chfr gene. Furthermore, we found aberrant hypermethylation of the promoter region of this checkpoint gene in four of 15 (26.7%) esophageal cancer cell lines and in seven of 43 (16.3%) primary cancers.